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 Healthy Living Activity Plan

Gratitude Card
Brief Description

Research suggests that short, written expressions of gratitude can increase a person’s sense of well-being. 

This exercise supports the creation of a positive work environment by being grateful for your colleagues and 

workplace. 

Circulate a gratitude card at your workplace to encourage positive reflection. A gratitude card can be similar 

to a birthday card, where employees write positive thoughts about a specific person or it can be a general 

expression of workplace gratitude. The card is sent around from person to person, only instead of signing it, 

the employee writes a positive note about something they’re grateful for at work or something nice about a 

specific person. 

Time Commitment

Minimal, depending on how many staff are in the office and how long is spent thinking about and writing a 

message.

Required Resources

• Blank cards

• A list of employee’s names 

• A folder

• Instructions to insert in the folder next to the card

• A pen

Process 

1. Purchase a few blank cards or make your own using stock paper.  

2. Place the cards in a folder. Label the front cover of the folder with the names of staff members. Ask 

employees to cross out their name when they have signed the card. This will help track the card as it moves 
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around the office. 

3. Place instructions on the inside of the card describing the purpose of the activity. Ensure that you have 

clearly stated who the last person who signed the card should drop it off with.

4. The card will naturally float around the office. There is (hopefully!) no need to monitor it.  

5. Post the general gratitude card in a well-travelled area, such as reception or a lunch room. If the gratitude 

card was for a specific employee, give the card to that individual. 

Fun Twists

• Send out the gratitude card after a challenging project completed at work.

• Print a card with photos of staff members for a personal touch!

Considerations 

• Sometimes it is hard to get a gratitude card started. Approach senior management and ask them to sign 

the card first. Encourage them to recognize all the hard work done by all the employees. 

• How many employees do you want to sign the card? The number of employees will dictate the size/number 

of cards you will need to circulate.  

• Ensure that everyone receives a card in a specific time period.

Measures of Success

• Number of employees signing the cards

• Feedback from staff


